**O₂ SENSOR PART CONSOLIDATION**

**New O₂ Sensor replaces 24 previous SKUs**

This new replacement Motorcraft® O₂ Sensor is designed to service hundreds of Ford, Lincoln and Mercury applications from the early '90s through 2011 with a single part number.

**New O₂ Sensor Features**

- Consolidated to a single wire length with a no-key connector
- Common harness and connector meet stringent Ford Engineering specifications
- Sensor is the same as it was when the vehicle was produced
- Consistent performance and strict tolerances help minimize false “check engine” lights and repeat repairs
- One part number covers hundreds of applications

**Tested Tough**

- Mechanical testing replicates typical handling and installation procedures
- Electrical testing measures sensor outputs in a wide range of simulated operating conditions
- Functional testing helps ensure sensor performs as designed and sends accurate signals to the ECM
- Durability testing helps ensure the sensor meets life cycle specifications
- Meets or exceeds Ford OE performance requirements

*Reduce the number of O₂ sensor part numbers in your inventory*

---

**MOTORCRAFT® WARRANTY**

**UNLIMITED MILEAGE INCLUDES LABOR**

2 YEARS

Limited labor costs. See seller for warranty details.
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